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developers to buy virtual
goods using real money. And
now, Facebook has reportedly

already turned on the new
functionality in the Facebook
mobile app. Re/code reports

Facebook is using a test
version of Facebook Credits

with selected developers that
can be redeemed for virtual

goods. Game developers who
successfully integrate the

system into their games will
be able to sell goods such as

extra lives or in-game
currency for players. Facebook
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will keep the money that users
spend on these games in

Facebook Credits. All of this is
done in the Facebook app to
minimize the user experience
of the rest of the app. Before
the user can redeem an in-

game item, the Facebook app
must sync or sign in to a game
using Facebook's Open Graph

protocol. Once the app has
completed the connection, a
Facebook Credits option will
pop up in the user's mobile
Facebook app with the item
that can be redeemed. While
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some developers already have
games that use the API for in-
game purchases, Facebook's
mobile app update is unlikely
to be used for social games
such as Mafia Wars or the
FarmVille game. Instead,

Facebook has cited "great in-
game content experiences"
such as Micro Empires, the
title being developed by a

company called Impulsiv that
Facebook acquired in October.

Facebook is spending $900
million to acquire Impulsiv and
another social gaming startup
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called Zynga. "We've been
working on a new payment

system for some time, and it
just makes sense to roll
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